In this paper, we study the chaotic dynamics of a Variable-Order Fractional Financial System (VOFFS 
Introduction
Synchronization of chaos is a phenomenon that may occur when two, or more, dissipative chaotic systems are coupled. Because of the exponential divergence of the nearby trajectories of chaotic system, having two chaotic systems evolving in synchrony might appear surprising. Beginning with the pioneering work in [1] , the investigation of synchronization in chaotic dynamical systems gains considerable interests in recent twenty years, mainly because that the clear understanding of chaos synchroniza-tion phenomena and dynamical mechanisms behind it will open new opportunities both for development of chaos theory and applications in scientific and engineering areas [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . More precisely, the applications of synchronization in ecological systems is studied in [3] . In [4] , the fuzzy receding horizon H ∞ chaotic synchronization is applied to Lorenz system. The chaos synchronization and system identification are discussed in [5] . The pattern recognition phenomena derived in chaos synchronization is investigated in [6] . In [7] , the application of chaotic synchronization in secure communications is reported experimentally using Chua's circuit. And in [8] , the author proposes a new neural network H ∞ synchronization scheme for unknown chaotic systems. However, these applications of synchronization only deal the integer-order dynamical systems.
The recent developments of fractional calculus lead the study of synchronization of chaos in fractional dynamical systems to become an interesting field.
Fractional calculus, which allows the orders of derivative and integration to be arbitrary numbers, was proposed by Leibniz dates back to 1695, when he was discussing it with l'Hospital. There has been growing development in fractional calculus, and it has become an ongoing research realm nowadays [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Fractional derivative has been widely applied to many fields of science and engineering, such as random walk [14] , viscoelastic models [15] , electromagnetic waves [16] , finance models [17] , quantum evolution of complex systems [18] , chemical reaction [19] , biological models [20] , and so forth. Fractional derivative has nonlocal property, such that it can model many physical processes with memory effect, which cannot be depicted well by integer order differential equation models. However, investigations in recent years suggest that several scientific and engineering models cannot be depicted accurately by using fractional derivatives. In some particular physical models, the studying objective can exhibit memory property which changes with time and/or spatial locations, such as anomalous diffusion process in non-uniform medium [21] . Hence, the classical fractional derivative needs to generalize. By replacing the constant fractional order with one bounded (maybe continuous) function depends on time and/or space variables, the fractional derivative is generalized to be so called VariableOrder Fractional Derivative (VOFD) [22, 23] . This motivates the investigation of Variable-Order Fractional Calculus (VOFC). The VOFC is more general than classical FC, and it is an excellent tool for describing dynamical problems of changing regimes. Nowadays, since VOFC permits the orders of derivative and integration to vary on domain, many fractional models in physical processes are extensively generalized, such as diffusion phenomenon, particle motion and some mechanical systems, e.g., see [21, 22, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
In contrast to fractional calculus, the synchronization of dynamical systems is a relatively new research area developed in recent decades. Since the Variable-Order Fractional Differential Equations (VOFDEs) indeed extend the ordinary and fractional differential equations, therefore the study for the chaos and synchronization of them deserves much effort. In variable-order fractional dynamical systems, the fractional orders are no longer constants but bounded functions, which may lead the systems to exhibit more interesting dynamical behaviors. Nowadays, there are many mature synchronization methods, including sliding mode approach [29] , projective synchronization method [30] , L 2 -L ∞ synchronization scheme [31] , output feedback H ∞ synchronization method [32] , active control technique [33] , and robust linear control [34] , are implemented extensively in applied mathematics and control theory, but the investigation of chaos and synchronization of VOFDEs are rare. Since the study of chaotic system and its synchronization are important in applications, it is necessary the we further examine the dynamical properties and synchronization of VOFDEs. The main contribution of this paper is as follows. First, we define a class of new fractional financial systems by using Variable-Order Fractional Derivative (VOFD). Second, we apply the predictorcorrector method for computing the Variable-Order Fractional Financial System (VOFFS), and then study the synchronization of VOFFS via active control method. The remainder of the current paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give brief introduction of VOFD and show the numerical method of VOFDEs. The necessary condition for chaos occurrence of VOFDEs is presented. In Section 3, we introduce the VOFFS, and draw some stability conclusions of it. In Section 4, we study the synchronization of the VOFFS. In Section 5, the conclusions are given based on the investigation of chaos and synchronization of VOFFS.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first give brief mathematical definitions of VOFD, and then show the predictor-corrector method of VOFDE. Finally, the stability conditions for chaotic VOFDEs are discussed.
Variable-Order Fractional Derivative (VOFD)
The VOFD is defined by replacing the order of integer and fractional derivatives with some bounded function in the counterparts. According to the definitions of RiemannLiouville and Caputo fractional derivatives [9] [10] [11] , their corresponding senses of VOFDs can be defined as follows.
Definition 1.
( [22] ) Let ( ) > 0 be a bounded function. The RiemannLiouville (R-L) VOFD of is defined as
provided the integral exists, where 
Definition 2.
( [22] ) Let ( ) > 0 be a bounded function. The Caputo VOFD of is defined as
We assume that the order function ( ) is "sufficiently good" such that the integrals in above definitions exist. In the similar way, we can define the R-L variableorder fractional integral, Grünwald-Letnikov VOFD, Riesz VOFD, and so on. All fractional operators introduced in [10, Chapter 2] can be generalized to their corresponding VOFDs. In applications, Caputo derivative is frequently adopted in modeling. The main advantage of Caputo derivative is that the initial conditions for fractional differential equations are the same form as that of integer order differential equations. Therefore in this paper, we study the VOFFS with the Caputo VOFD.
Numerical scheme
There are several methods can be applied to solve the VOFDEs. Specifically, in [35] , the numerical solutions of a class of VOFDEs are studied by means of an improved version of Adams-Bashforth-Moulton algorithm. In this paper, we will apply the same numerical method to solve the VOFFSs in simulation. Consider the following VOFDE 
where the predicted values are given as
and the coefficients are computed by
and
Stability analysis
Inspired by the work in [2, 36] , the stability conditions for VOFDEs are discussed and the sufficient criteria for occurrence of chaotic motion is drawn. Let us begin with considering the following variable-order fractional chaotic system:
where 0 < ( ) ≤ 1 is the order function which is bounded and continuous. The equilibrium points of system (8) can be obtained by solving the following algebraic equation,
and the Jacobian matrix of system (8) is shown as follows:
The stability of system (8) depends on the stability of eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. To classify the equilibrium point of system (8), we introduce the following terminologies.
Definition 3.
( [2] ) An equilibrium point P of the system (8) is called a saddle point of index 1 if the Jacobian matrix at P has one eigenvalue with non-negative real part, i.e. unstable eigenvalue.
Definition 4.
( [2] ) An equilibrium point P of the system (8) is called a saddle point of index 2 if the Jacobian matrix at P has two unstable eigenvalues.
Lemma 5.
( [36] ) The following autonomous fractional differential system Proof. Let = * + δ . Substituting it into Eq.(12), by the linearity property of operator D ( ) , we have
which implies 
Remark 7.
For convenience, we prove the stability criteria with commensurate order functions. However, the stability criteria will be effective to VOFFSs with incommensurate order functions, since the occurrence of chaos in fractional dynamical systems depends on the summation of orders (see [2] ), and it is unconcerned with that whether the order functions are commensurate or not.
Let λ be the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix (10), in a saddle points of index two, therefore, we obtain that the instability region of these saddle points can be determined by the following condition:
Then the stability region can be known immediately, the minimum value of ( ) for the system to remain chaotic can be obtained. In classical fractional dynamical system with commensurate order, then M = . Hence the system admits one critical fractional order , such that when order > , chaotic phenomenon will be observed [37] . In the variable-order fractional dynamical system, when all the values of are greater than the critical point for chaotic occurrence, the VOFFS must be chaotic. But the dynamic behaviors will be complex if some values of are great than , while others are less than M .
Variable-order fractional financial system
The VOFFS is described as
where D is the Caputo VOFD. 1 ( ), 2 ( ) and 3 ( ) are the order functions which are bounded. denotes the interest rate, represents the investment demand and is the price index. The parameters , and denote the savings amount, the cost per investment and the elasticity of demand of commercial markets, respectively. When ( ), = 1 2 3, are constants, system (17) reduces to a fractional-order financial system, and its chaotic dynamics is studied in [37] . System (17) has the following equilibrium points by solving the equation 
Furthermore, we obtain their corresponding Jacobian matrixes as We have the following stability conclusion. For the analysis of stability, we set = 10, = 0 1, and = 1 0 in the case 1, while = 3 6, = 0 1, and = 1 0 in the case 2. From the sign of eigenvalues, one can know that the unique equilibrium point in Case 1 is stable, and the equilibrium points in Case 2 are unstable. The study results are shown in Table 1 .
Case Equilibrium points
According to Theorem 6, we can get the inequality in order to determine the stability condition related to 1 2 3 :
Therefore, the necessary condition for occurrence of chaos in VOFFS is 1 2 3 ≥ 0 84. It is worth noting that the above condition is necessary but not sufficient, it does not warrant chaos itself. In order to find the lowest order of VOFFS (17) to remain chaotic, we investigate the dynamics of the VOFFS (17) numerically and calculate the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) denoted by λ max at some particular values of , since the positive LLE implies that the system is chaotic. The following Table 2 and Figure 1 show the LLE and phase portraits of the VOFFS (17) with different order functions.
To illustrate the stability of variable-order fractional financial system (17), we choose With the order function (19) , VOFFS (17) exhibits stable focus in Case 1, which is shown in Figure 2 . In Case 2, VOFFS (17) undergoes chaotic motion, which is illustrated in Figure ? ?. 
Remark 8.
According to the stability theory of fractional differential equations, the stability conditions related to the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix above are studied in depth in many literatures; see [38, 39] and references therein.
Synchronization of variable-order fractional financial system
In this section, we investigate the synchronization behavior in VOFFS (17) via active control method. We employ system (17) as the master system, and choose the slave system as:
where U 1 ( ) and U 2 ( ) are the active control functions (or called controller). In what follows, we are going to determine the controller functions U ( ) ( = 1 2) such that system (20) synchronizes with system (17) . For this purpose, we denote
When the error system (21) is stabilized by the controller, the error will converge to zero as → +∞ which implies that the VOFFSs (20) and (17) are synchronized. We divide the synchronization procedure into two steps. The first step is to eliminate the nonlinear terms in error system and the second step is, to deduce the necessary condition for determining the asymptotical stability of the error system. In order to eliminate the nonlinear terms 1 1 − and 2 − 2 1 , we define a new active law as follows:
where V 1 and V 2 are linear functions of error terms and we are free to select them such that the error system (21) becomes asymptotically stable eventually. Obviously, the choice of such linear functions is not unique. Motivated by [2] , we choose the following style:
Substituting U and V ( = 1 2) into the error system (21), simple calculation yields
Now we can choose the parameters 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 (We note that this is not the unique choice.) such that all the eigenvalues λ of matrix K satisfy the condition:
In what follows, we simulate the synchronization of variable-order fractional financial system (17) in two cases. The VOFFS (17) with commensurate and incommensurate variable order functions are considered, respectively. Case 1: VOFFS (17) with commensurate order function.
To start the simulations, we take parameters as = 3 6, = 0 1 and = 1 0. The order functions are specified as Figure 4 and the chaotic motion of VOFFS (17) is displayed in Figure 5 . = 0. In Figure 6 , the states trajectories of the master and the slave systems are shown. We observe that the slave system is precisely synchronized with the master system in a very short time. In Figure 7 , the errors of state variables of the master and the slave systems are plotted. We observe that when the synchronization starts, the error between the master and the slave systems converges to zero asymptotically. Finally, the active controller is shown in Figure 8 . In Case 1, we successfully applied the active control method to study the synchronization of VOFFS (17) with commensurate order function. The chaos phenomenon is illustrated which demonstrates the conclusion of Theorem 6. However, VOFFS (17) can exhibit chaos phenomenon with incommensurate order functions. In Theorem 6, we proved the stability criteria with commensurate order functions. To present the rigorous proof of stability criteria of VOFFS (17) with incommensurate order functions turns out to be very challenging. Therefore, we study chaos and its synchronization of VOFFS (17) (29) are shown in Figure 9 and the chaotic motion of VOFFS (17) is displayed in Figure 10 . Simulation results are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . For the convenience in computation, the controller is applied at = 0. In Figure 11 , the trajectories of state variables of the master system and slave system are shown. The slave system is precisely synchronized with the master system after a very short time. In Figure 12 , the error states are plotted. We observe that when the synchronization begins, the error of the slave system and master system asymptotically tends to zero. Moreover, the active control functions are shown in Figure 13 . As is shown in the simulation results, the active controller can synchronize the slave system with the master system. The significant advantage of the active control method is that the controller parameters can be chosen very freely, and different parameters yield different synchronization rates. 
Conclusion
In our study, the chaotic dynamics and chaos synchronization of the VOFFS were investigated. According to the stability condition of fractional system, a similar necessary condition of chaos occurrence of VOFFS was drawn. We studied the dynamics of VOFFS with different order functions numerically, then we simulated the synchronization behavior of the VOFFS with commensurate order function via active control method. However, the VOFFS can exhibit chaos motion with incommensurate order functions. We further study the chaos and synchronization of the VOFFS with incommensurate order functions by active control method. We successfully verified that the active control method can be applied to the synchronization of VOFFS with commensurate and incommensurate order functions through theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. From the simulation results, we observe that the slave system is precisely synchronized with the master system after a very short time.
